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Based on the Hadley Centre sea ice concentration, the ERA5 reanalysis, and three
precipitation datasets, the possible lagged impact of the Barents–Kara sea ice on June
rainfall across China is investigated. Using the singular value decomposition, it is revealed
that the state of sea ice concentration in Barents–Kara Seas from November to December
is closely related to regional precipitation in June, which is most evident across the
Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley and South China. Possible pathways from preceding Arctic
sea ice concentration to June precipitation are examined and discussed. First, the sea ice
concentration usually has a long memory, which exerts a long-lasting and lagged impact,
although the sea ice anomaly amplitude gradually weakens from early winter to early
summer. Second, an increase in Barents–Kara sea ice usually corresponds to a stronger
stratospheric polar vortex in midwinter by suppressing extratropical wave activities, which
is projected to the positive phase of northern annular mode (NAM). Strong vortex gradually
recovers to its normal state and even weakens in spring, which corresponds to the
negative NAM response from spring to early summer. Third, the stratospheric anomalies
associated with the Barents–Kara sea ice variations propagate downward. Due to the out-
of-phase relationship between the lower and upper stratospheric circulation anomalies
after midwinter, westerly anomalies in midwinter are followed by easterly anomalies in later
months in the circumpolar region, consistent with the positive NAM response in midwinter,
negative NAM response in spring, and a wave train-like response in early summer to
Barents–Kara sea ice increase (and vice versa). The observed lagged impact of
Barents–Kara sea ice on China rainfall in June is limitedly simulated in the ten CMIP6
models used in this study.
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INTRODUCTION

As an important component of the Arctic marine system, sea ice plays a key role in global climate
change. Changes in open water area caused by Arctic sea ice loss regulate sensible heat and
momentum fluxes between the atmosphere and the ocean and further affect climate via the ice albedo
feedback mechanism (Cutty et al., 1995; Lukovich and Barber, 2006). Specifically, the reduction of
Arctic sea ice increases the land near surface temperature and sea surface temperature, which
weakens the temperature gradient between the middle and high latitudes (Raymo et al., 1990; Outten
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and Esau., 2012). There were still some debates on whether the
change of Arctic sea ice can impact the climate and atmospheric
circulation at midlatitudes (Cohen et al., 2020). Some studies
reported that the climate impact of the Arctic sea ice is
insignificant (Screen et al., 2018; Blackport et al., 2019;
Blackport and Screen, 2020). Some studies emphasized the
variation of the linkage between Arctic sea ice and
midlatitudes over time (e.g., Wu et al., 2022). Wang et al.
(2021) found that the lead/lag linkage between Kara–Laptev
Seas and Ural blocking in the following winter might arise
partly due to the influence of a barotropic teleconnection
pattern, which influences the Kara–Laptev sea ice variability
and sea surface temperature over the North Atlantic Ocean.
Warner et al. (2020) also showed that the relationship between
late autumn Barents–Kara sea ice and the winter North Atlantic
Oscillation is probably related to the atmospheric internal
variability. However, an increasing number of recent studies
have found that the Arctic sea ice can exert a significant
impact on the Eurasian climate change (Cohen et al., 2021;
Ding et al., 2021; Ding and Wu, 2021).

Early studies found that the melting of Arctic sea ice can
weaken the westerly winds in the middle and high latitudes
(Newson, 1973), further affecting the atmospheric circulation
and extreme weather in the middle latitudes. Modeling studies
also confirmed that the Arctic sea ice loss in autumn and winter
can impact the atmospheric circulation in mid- and high latitudes
(Mori et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2019). It was reported that the
Icelandic low moved further poleward as the Arctic ice loses
(Raymo et al., 1990).

Arctic sea ice variations can remotely impact global climate.
For example, when the Arctic sea ice is low in autumn and winter,
the polar cold air is more likely to invade Eurasia, resulting in
anomalous low temperature in Eurasia and parts of China in
winter (Honda et al., 2009; Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010; Liu
et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2013). Therefore, cold winters are prone to
occur following Arctic sea ice loss. Arctic sea ice has shown a
trend of rapid reduction since 2000 (Comiso et al., 2008; Lindsay
et al., 2009; Screen and Simmonds, 2010; Parkinson and Comiso,
2013; Simmonds., 2015).

Sea ice in Barents–Kara Seas has a relatively larger variability and
is a key factor affecting climate change from Arctic to midlatitudes
(Francis et al., 2009; Årthun et al., 2012; Smedsrud et al., 2013; Zhang
et al., 2018a). The Barents–Kara sea ice is reported to have a linkage
with the atmospheric cyclone activity, blocking, and ocean circulation
(Deser and Teng, 2008; Yao et al., 2017). The substantial warming of
the Barents–Kara Seas weakens the meridional temperature gradient
in mid- and high latitudes, thereby weakening the midlatitude
westerly belt, favoring stable and durable Ural blocking. Arctic sea
ice loss in autumn can excite anomalous northerly winds at high
latitudes of the Eurasian continent, and cold air outbreaks tend to
appear more frequently in North China in winter (Xie et al., 2014).
Conversely, Arctic sea ice growth in autumn corresponds to a weaker
Siberian high in winter, resulting in a weaker East Asian winter
monsoon and a higher temperature in China (Ding et al., 2021).

The Arctic sea ice in autumn has been shown to have a
continuous lagged effect on the Northern Hemisphere winter
circulation system (Xie et al., 2014; Ding et al., 2021). Spring

Arctic sea ice can excite a wave train over Eurasia (Wu et al.,
2009; Wu et al., 2013), which finally affects the summer circulation
over China. Therefore, spring Arctic sea ice can be used as a
precursor factor for seasonal forecasts of East Asian summer
monsoon circulation. Ample studies emphasized an even earlier
signal from Barents sea ice extent in winter, which can prolong to
impact the pressure system in the central North Pacific in late spring
and the Asian continental pressure system in summer (Schubert
et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2018). Arctic sea ice forcing in spring impacts
the atmospheric circulation, which further induces sea surface
temperature (SST) anomalies in the North Pacific persisting from
spring to summer, and ultimately affects the East Asian summer
monsoon (Guo et al., 2014). Lagged impact of the Arctic sea ice
change in preceding autumn might also be due to the seasonal
persistence of land snow depth and soil moisture persisting into
spring (Gastineau et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019).

Considering that circulation response to the Arctic sea ice
forcing modifies the rainfall conditions, many recent studies have
also identified a possible relationship between spring Arctic sea
ice and East Asian summer precipitation based on observational
data (Wu et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2014; Zhang
et al., 2017). The spring sea ice loss in the Bering Strait and the Sea
of Okhotsk corresponds to more precipitation from June to July
in southeastern China (Zhao et al., 2004). The Yangtze River
Basin summer rainfall is reported to be associated with changes of
sea ice area in the Barents Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk in previous
winter and spring (Li et al., 2018). On a longer timescale, the
interdecadal variation of summer precipitation in eastern China
might be partially explained by the long-term trend of Arctic sea
ice (Li and Leung, 2013). Spring Arctic sea ice is significantly
negatively correlated with the summer precipitation in South
China, consistent with the Eurasian-South China interdecadal
teleconnection pattern (Zhao et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2009; Shen
et al., 2019; Wu and Li, 2021).

Given that the Arctic sea ice state in autumn can exert a long-
lasting lagged impact on the tropospheric circulation in late spring
and summer (Wang and He, 2015; Lin and Li, 2018; Kelleher et al.,
2020; Ding et al., 2021), a longer lead time might be possible by
Arctic sea ice for China rainfall. Some recent studies also found that
the Arctic sea ice in late autumn modulates the stratospheric
circulation (Kim et al., 2014; Cohen et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2021),
which might further show a downward impact on regional
circulation and rainfall. Using observations and reanalysis, this
study is aimed to establish a longer lead/lag relationship between
Arctic sea ice and China rainfall. Furthermore, the reproducibility
of the Arctic sea ice–China rainfall relationship is evaluated for
state-of-the-art coupled models.

Organizations of the paper are as follows. Following the
introduction, data and methods are described in Data and
Methods. The mean state and the variability of the Arctic sea ice
cover are briefly reviewed inMean State and Variability of the Arctic
Sea Ice Cover in Early Winter. The robust relationship between the
Barents–Kara sea ice and China rainfall and the possiblemechanisms
are examined in Possible Impact of the Arctic Sea Ice Cover on June
Rainfall in Eastern China. The performance of the state-of-the-art
coupledmodels in reproducing the linkage betweenArctic sea ice and
China rainfall is shown in Can CMIP6 Models Reproduce the Arctic
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Sea Ice–China Rainfall Relationship? Finally, conclusion and
discussion are provided in Conclusion and Discussion.

DATA AND METHODS

Reanalysis and Observations
Monthly sea ice concentration data are provided by the Met
Office Hadley Centre (Rayner et al., 2003), which has a 1°×1°

(latitude × longitude) horizonal resolution and covers a timespan
from 1870 to the near present. Ice concentrations are given as a
percentage of grid box covered with ice. The ECMWF’s fifth
generation reanalysis (ERA5) (Hersbach et al., 2020) is used to
examine the atmospheric circulation anomalies associated with
Arctic ice change. ERA5 has an equivalent native grid of 0.25° ×
0.25° (latitude × longitude). We downloaded this dataset at a 1° ×
1° resolution for easy storage and read. Geopotential (divided by
9.8 to obtain geopotential heights), zonal winds, meridional
winds, and temperatures from ERA5 at 37 pressure levels are
available from 1979 to the near present.

To obtain a robust statistical result, three precipitation datasets
are used for estimations, including the Climate Prediction Center
Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP; Xie and Arkin, 1997),
Global Precipitation Climatology Centre monthly precipitation
(GPCC; Schneider et al., 2013), and China station rainfall
compiled by the China Meteorological Administration (CMA).

CMIP6 Models and Output
To validate the performance and skill of the state-of-the-art
models in reproducing the Arctic sea ice–China rainfall
relationship, ten Chinese models from the Phase 6 of the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) are focused
in this study. Table 1 lists the brief description of the ten models

with the historical run available, including BCC-CSM2-MR,
BCC-ESM1, CAMS-CSM1-0, CAS-ESM2-0, CIESM, FGOALS-
f3-L, FGOALS-g3, FIO-ESM-2-0, NESM3, and TaiESM1. The
historical experiment from CMIP6 with a similar purpose to
CMIP5 is an important experiment to test the performance of the
model for contemporary climate simulation. The historical
experiment is a numerical simulation with observational
forcings and initialized from a model control experiment. The
CMIP6 historical run starts from 1850 and ends in 2014.
Considering that the relationship between sea ice and rainfall
may be non-stationary and affected by the different climatological
mean of Arctic sea ice (Wu et al., 2022), we only focused on the
timespan from 1979 to 2014. Three-dimensional variables such as
geopotential heights, temperatures, zonal winds, and meridional
winds are available. Two-dimensional variables estimated in our
study include the sea ice concentration and precipitations.

Methods
To construct a possible physical relationship between the Arctic sea
ice cover and China rainfall in early summer, the singular value
decomposition (SVD) tool (Wallace et al., 1992) is applied in this
study. The main purpose of the SVD tool is to find a linear
combination for two sets of variables. This linear combination
should meet the requirement with the largest covariance. The
covariance maximization is calculated with orthogonality
constraints on the coefficients of the linear combinations. To
obtain the Arctic sea ice–China rainfall combination modes, the
calculation is based on a SVD of the covariance matrix between
observed sea ice and rainfall. The covariance matrix is obtained at
grid points of the focused regions from two original geophysical
fields (i.e., sea ice cover in Arctic and rainfall across China).
Furthermore, the lead/lag regression is employed to obtain the
maximum lead time of China rainfall by the state of Arctic sea ice.

TABLE 1 | Ten Chinese CMIP6 models tested in this study. The historical run is commonly available for the ten models.

Model Full name Affiliation Resolution (Top) Sea ice
model

BCC-
CSM2-MR

Beijing Climate Center Climate System Model version
2 Medium Resolution

National Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration T106L46
(1.46 hPa)

SIS2

BCC-ESM1 Beijing Climate Center Earth System Model version 1 National Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration T42L26
(2.19 hPa)

SIS2

CAMS-
CSM1-0

Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences
Climate System Model version 1

Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences T106L31 (10 hPa) SIS1

CAS-
ESM2-0

Chinese Academy of Sciences Earth System Model
version 2

International Center for climate and Environment Sciences,
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences

1.4° × 1.4°L35
(2.2 hPa)

CICE4

CIESM Community Integrated Earth System Model Center for Earth System Science Tsinghua University 1° × 1°L30
(2.26 hPa)

CICE4

FGOALS-
f3-L

Flexible Global Ocean-Atmosphere-Land System
model Finite-volume version 3 Low Resolution

State Key Laboratory of Numerical Modeling for Atmospheric
Sciences and Geophysical Fluid Dynamics, Institute of
Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences

C96L32
(2.16 hPa)

CICE4

FGOALS-g3 Flexible Global Ocean-Atmosphere-Land System
model Grid-point version 3

State Key Laboratory of Numerical Modeling for Atmospheric
Sciences and Geophysical Fluid Dynamics, Institute of
Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences

2° × 2°L26
(2.19 hPa)

CICE4

FIO-ESM-
2-0

First Institute of Oceanography Earth System Model
version 2

First Institute of Oceanography Ministry of Natural Resources
(Former State Oceanic Administration) of China

FV09L25 (2 hPa) CICE4

NESM3 Nanjing University of Information Science and
Technology Earth System Model version 3

Earth System Modeling Center, Nanjing University of Information
Science and Technology

T63L47 (1 hPa) CICE4.1

TaiESM1 Taiwan Earth System Model version 1 Academia Sinica, Taiwan, China FV09L30 (2 hPa) CICE4
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Several indices are adopted in our study for estimating the
linkage between Barents–Kara sea ice cover and eastern China
rainfall. The Barents–Kara sea ice index refers to the area-
averaged sea ice in the region across 65–85°N, 20–90°E. Two
subregions have evident linkages with the Barents–Kara sea ice
cover, one over 28–36°N, 110–122°E, and the other over 22–28°N,
105–122°E. The rainfall timeseries area-averaged over the two
subregions are focused.

MEAN STATE AND VARIABILITY OF THE
ARCTIC SEA ICECOVER IN EARLYWINTER

Figure 1 shows the climatology and variability of the Arctic sea ice
concentration in November and December from 1979 to 2020.
Most of the Arctic Ocean is covered by full sea ice except that the
boundaries of the Arctic Ocean, continents and islands are not fully
covered. It is also shown thatmost parts of North Pacific andNorth
Atlantic Oceans are nearly free from sea ice (Figure 1A). Regions
with full sea ice and regions free from sea ice concentration show
little interannual variability, and the transition regions from full sea
ice to open oceans and seas usually have relatively large variability
in November and December (Figure 1B). The sea ice variability is
largest in Barents–Kara Seas, standing out from other transition

regions. The Barents–Kara Seas (65–85°N, 20–90°E) are a key
region in this study, marked by a sector box in Figure 1.

Figure 1C presents the time series of the bimonthly averages of sea
ice concentration in the Barents–Kara Seas. It is shown that the sea ice
concentration inNovember–December shows a significant decreasing
trend from 1979 to 2020. This significant decreasing trend is seen in
other bimonthly means, and the November–December trend is the
largest (−0.05 per decade). It can be concluded that in the
Barents–Kara Seas, sea ice in November and December decreased
the most from 1979 to 2020 out of the 12months. Onarheim et al.
(2018) also showed that in late autumn and early winter the sea ice
variability is particularly pronounced in the Barents–Kara Seas.

POSSIBLE IMPACT OF THE ARCTIC SEA
ICE COVER ON JUNE RAINFALL IN
EASTERN CHINA
Singular Value Decomposition Analysis
To study the possible relationship between the sea ice in
Barents–Kara Seas in November–December and June
precipitation in China mainland (5–54°N, 72–136°E), we use
the SVD tool to extract their combination modes. The three
leading SVD modes for Arctic sea ice and China rainfall are

FIGURE 1 | (A,B) Climatology and variability of the Arctic sea ice cover in November and December from 1979 to 2020. The sector box marks Barents–Kara Seas
where the variability is relatively large (65–85°N, 20–90°E). (C) Time series (colored solid curves) of the sea ice cover in Barents–Kara Seas for every 2 months. The trend of
the sea ice cover is also printed, and the black lines especially mark the trend in November–December. An asterisk is added if the trend is significant at the 95%
confidence level.
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shown in Figure 2. The first SVD mode explains 47% of the total
covariance. The first SVD mode (SVD1) corresponds to a
uniform variability of sea ice concentration in Kara and
Barents Seas (Figure 2A). The second SVD mode (SVD2)
shows a more local variability centered in Barents Sea, which
only explains 14% of the total covariance (Figure 2B). In contrast,
the third SVD (SVD3) contributes even much less to the total
covariance (~7%) with the maximum center in Kara Sea
(Figure 2C).

Different rainfall response patterns in June form following
the three different sea ice forcings (Figures 2D–F). In
response to a uniform sea ice forcing in Barents–Kara Seas,
a dipole rainfall pattern appears in June. This rainfall pattern
corresponds to out-of-phase variations of rainfall in
Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley (28–36°N, 110–122°E) and
South China (22–28°N, 105–122°E). Namely, the
Barents–Kara sea ice increase (loss) in early winter excites
anomalous more (less) June rainfall in Yangtze–Huai Rivers

Valley and less (more) rainfall in South China. The individual
Kara or Barents sea ice forcing usually corresponds to a
uniform rainfall anomaly pattern in the eastern part of
China, as shown in the SVD2 and SVD3 rainfall modes.

The standardized expansion coefficients of the left field
(i.e., sea ice) and the right field (i.e., rainfall) are shown in
Figures 2G,H. It is shown that the sea ice over Barents and
Kara Seas has a significant decreasing trend from 1979 to 2020
(~0.07), which might be due to the global warming (Long and
Perrie, 2017). In contrast, no evident trend (~0) in the second and
third SVD modes is found. Consistent with the decreasing trend
in the first Arctic sea ice mode, a significant trend is also found for
the first rainfall pattern in eastern China (Figure 2H). The first
mode exhibits a much larger trend (~−0.06) than the other two
SVD models. Combining the rainfall pattern and the coefficients,
this trend denotes wetting of South China and/or drying of
Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley, which might be forced by the
gradual loss of sea ice in the Barents–Kara Seas.

FIGURE 2 | The singular value decomposition (SVD) of the Arctic sea ice cover in November–December and the June precipitation in China mainland (5–54°N,
72–136°E). (A–C) Left vectors reconstructed by regressing the Arctic sea ice cover against the standardized expansion coefficient of the left homogeneous field. The
percent covariance explained by the SVD modes is printed on the top right for each plot. (D–F) Right vectors reconstructed by regressing the June rainfall anomalies
against the standardized expansion coefficient of the right homogeneous field. The purple boxes show the relatively large rainfall variability centers (28–36°N,
110–122°E and 22–28°N, 105–122°E). (G,H) Standardized expansion coefficients of the left and right homogeneous fields. The trend for each expansion coefficient is
also printed with the same color as for the curve. An asterisk is added if the trend is significant at the 95% confidence level.
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Linkage Between Arctic Sea Ice and June
Rainfall in Eastern China
As seen from the SVD analysis, the uniform sea ice variability in
the Barents–Kara Seas explained much more of the covariance
than other modes, so this study focuses on the corresponding
rainfall pattern. In the first rainfall mode, two variability centers
are noticed, one across Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley (28–36°N,
110–122°E) and the other across South China (22–28°N,
105–122°E). To further test the possible interannual and long-
term change in the two regions, their area-averaged rainfall in
June is shown in Figure 3 from three datasets. Consistent with the
SVD1 expansion coefficient, a trend is noticed for rainfall
especially in South China. Specifically, rainfall across
Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley presents an insignificant trend
(Figure 3A), whereas the increasing trend in South China
rainfall is evident in all of the three datasets (Figure 3B).
Consistent conclusions based on the SVD analysis and
Figure 3 might suggest a robust result.

To further test the relationship between local rainfall and
Barents–Kara sea ice for Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley and South
China, scatterplots of sea ice versus rainfall are shown in Figure 4
based on three precipitation data (CMAP, GPCC, and CMA). In
the interannual timescale, a positive correlation is found for
Barents–Kara sea ice concentration and June rainfall in
Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley (Figures 4A,C,E), consistent with
the SVD analysis. Correlation between the sea ice and rainfall is
largest in the CMA observations than in another two datasets (R =
0.22, 0.37, 0.55) with the highest confidence level (α = 0.17, 0.02,
0.00). This small divergence of the correlation and its significance
level might be caused by the different resolutions and timespans

available. Similarly, a negative correlation is established for
Barents–Kara sea ice concentration and June rainfall in South
China (Figures 4B,D,F), consistently among three precipitation
datasets. The correlation and its significance level are largest in
CMAP than in another two datasets.

The evolution of regressed monthly rainfall anomalies against
the November–December sea ice in the Barents–Kara Seas is
shown in Figure 5. We will test if the rainfall response to Arctic
sea ice forcing is maximized in June. East Asia is strongly
controlled by the monsoon, and rainfall response is generally
weak in dry season months. The concurrent regression pattern
shows that the Barents–Kara sea ice increase (loss) usually
induces anomalously less (more) rainfall in eastern China
(Figures 5A,B), which is caused by the circulation change
related to the thermal forcing associated with the sea ice
change (Shen et al., 2019). No evident dry or wet pattern is
seen in later months, which might be due to the prevailing of the
climatological westerlies and unfavorable moisture conditions in
those months (Figures 5C–F). As the climatological seasonal
rainbelt forms and moves northward since May, the anomaly
pattern more easily forms (Figure 5G). The maximum rain
response in China to preceding Barents–Kara sea ice forcing
appears in June (Figure 5H) and weakens soon (not shown).

To verify the robustness of the rainfall response pattern and its
independence of the choice of the rainfall datasets, the regressed
June rainfall pattern is shown in Figure 6 for CMAP, GPCC, and
CMA observations. The dipole rainfall pattern is consistently
revealed by the three datasets, which further verify the SVD1
pattern associated with a uniform sea ice forcing across Kara and
Barents Seas. Following a sea ice increase in Barents–Kara Seas,
Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley tends to get wet, but South China
gets dry in early summer. The anomaly magnitude in the dipole
centers is stronger in CMA observations (Figure 6C) than in
CMAP and GPCC (Figures 6A,B), but the general pattern is
highly similar.

How Does the Arctic Sea Ice in Early Winter
Affect the Early Summer Rainfall?
The possible impact of spring–summer Arctic sea ice anomalies
on the Northern Hemisphere atmospheric circulation has been
explored in recent studies (Zhang et al., 2018b; Wu and Li, 2021).
Zhang et al. (2018b) found that the spring–summer Arctic sea ice
is positively correlated with the Ural blocking frequency in
summer due to a midlatitude wave train spanning across
Eurasia. Since the relationship between Barents–Kara sea ice in
early winter and China rainfall in June has been established, the
mechanism whereby this pathway forms is still not understood.
Next, we will explain the possible impact of Arctic sea ice
variation on rainfall in eastern China. One possible reason for
the long-lasting lagged impact of sea ice is due to its longmemory.
Figure 7 shows the lead/lag regression of sea ice anomalies
against the Barents–Kara sea ice index. Following significant
sea ice growth (or loss) in the focused region (65–85°N,
20–90°E) in November and December (Figure 7A), this
uniform pattern is nearly unchanged until January and

FIGURE 3 | Time series of the June rainfall during 1979–2020 from three
precipitation observations (CMAP, GCPP, and CMA station observations).
The area-weighted mean rainfall over (A) the north box and (B) the south box
in Figures 2D–F is focused. The trend in each dataset is printed, and an
asterisk is added if the trend (units; mm/d/yr) is significant at the 95%
confidence level.
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February (Figure 7B). The coverage and area of significant sea ice
concentration anomalies shrink in March and April (Figure 7C),
but the anomaly pattern still remains. Afterwards, the sea ice
pattern covered by significant anomalies persists until May and
June (Figure 7D). The long-lasting sea ice anomaly forcing favors
a persisting lagged impact on the circulation and rainfall.

Next, the evolution of regressed atmospheric circulation from
the stratosphere to the troposphere against the
November–December Barents–Kara sea ice index is shown in
Figure 8. Following the Barents–Kara sea ice change in
November–December, instant significant circulation anomalies
are observed from the stratosphere to the troposphere. In the sea
ice growth years, negative height anomalies form over the Arctic,
while positive anomalies appear in midlatitudes during

November–December (Figure 8A). This pattern resembles the
positive phase of the northern annular mode (NAM) projected
from a strong polar vortex. The stratospheric polar vortex
continues to strengthen, and therefore, this positive NAM-like
pattern enhances in the following January and February
(Figure 8B). In March and April, this pattern begins to
reverse and the NAM pattern seems to weaken. A
wavenumber-2-like pattern develops in March and April
(Figure 8C). This might indicate that the suppressed waves in
early and midwinter associated with the strong polar vortex tend
to be activated in spring to weaken the polar vortex. This out-of-
phase change of the polar vortex in winter and spring was noticed
by Hu et al. (2014). During May and June, negative height
anomalies develop in midlatitudes, and weak positive height

FIGURE 4 | Scatterplots of the standardized November–December mean sea ice concentration in Barents–Kara Seas versus the precipitations in the north (A), (C),
(E) and south (B), (D), (F) box in Figures 2D–F for three rainfall datasets. The correlation between the sea ice and precipitation and its significance level are also printed
on the top right for each plot.
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anomalies form over the Arctic Ocean, which can be projected
onto the negative NAM pattern (Figure 8D). Previous studies
have reported that the stratospheric response to the Arctic sea ice
loss is similar but with the sign reversed (Kim et al., 2014; Cohen
et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2021).

Following changes in the stratospheric circulation, the
evolution of the tropospheric anomaly pattern is also noted.
Similar to the stratospheric anomaly pattern, negative height
anomalies are also seen over the Arctic at 200 hPa from
November to February, whereas in midlatitude annular

FIGURE 5 | Evolution of regressed CMAP rainfall anomalies (units: mm) from (A–H)November to June against the standardized November–December mean Arctic
sea ice concentration in Barents–Kara Seas. The boxes marked are the same as in Figures 2D–F. The dotted regions show the regression at the 95% confidence level.

FIGURE 6 | Regression of June rainfall anomalies (units: mm) against the standardized November–December mean Arctic sea ice concentration in Barents–Kara
Seas in the preceding early winter. The three rainfall datasets are shown, including (A) CAMP, (B) GPCC, and (C) CMA. The boxes marked are the same as in Figures
2D–F. The dotted regions show the regression at the 95% confidence level.
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positive height anomalies form (Figures 8E,F). Namely, positive
NAM anomaly pattern is also observed from November to
February at 200 hPa. As the sea ice anomaly forcing shrinks in
March and later months, negative height anomalies over the
Arctic also shrink and move to northeastern Asia, whereas
positive height anomalies in midlatitudes shrink and move to
eastern China (Figure 8G). The circulation anomaly pattern at
200 hPa in March and April is a wave train like teleconnection
spanning from Barents–Kara Seas to China. Following the sea ice
increase in Barents–Kara Seas, a positive height anomaly lobe
appears locally in spring; a negative height anomaly lobe forms
over Western Asia; and a positive height anomaly lobe appears in
South China. This wave pattern shifts further eastwards in May
and June (Figure 8H). Specifically, a positive height anomaly lobe
appears over Siberia; a negative height anomaly lobe forms to the
east of Baikal; a positive height anomaly lobe appears over Japan.

Lead/lag regression of the circulation anomalies at 850 hPa
against the Barents–Kara sea ice index in November–December is
shown in Figures 8I–L. Consistent with the development of
positive height anomalies in midlatitudes (centered in Central
Asia), northerly anomalies appear in eastern China (Figures
8E,I). Following sea ice increase, anomalous northerlies
control most of eastern China, consistent with the dry
conditions in November and December. As the positive height
anomaly center in Siberia moves further eastward to northeastern
Asia, a negative height anomaly center forms in South China in
January and February at 200 hPa, which is also seen at 850 hPa,

denoted by the anomalous cyclonic circulation in South China
(Figures 8F,J). The annular pattern gradually weakens, replaced
by a wave train like pattern in March and April, and an
anomalous anticyclone develops in eastern China at 200 hPa,
which is biased to East China Sea at 850 hPa (Figures 8G,K).
Anomalous southerly winds developed in most of South China,
although the rainfall anomalies are still not evident in March and
April. As the wave train like pattern shifts further eastward in
May and June, it is also observed that a negative height anomaly
center controls northeastern China at 200 hPa, which shifts to the
ocean at 850 hPa (Figures 8H,L). It is observed that anomalous
northerlies in the west of the cyclone over the East China Sea
converge with the southwesterlies in Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley
at 850 hPa, well explaining the local wet condition in June
associated with the sea ice increase in preceding early winter.
Strong southwesterly anomalies in South China correspond to the
local dry conditions.

The circulation response to the Arctic sea ice forcing varies
with the season possibly due to the change of the mean state. In
addition, we also find that the stratospheric response tends to be
out-of-phase in winter and in spring. In other words, a dormant
stratospheric polar vortex in winter tends to be disturbed in
spring, while a perturbed stratospheric polar vortex in winter
tends to be strong in early spring (e.g., Hu et al., 2014).

We will try to understand the possible impact of sea ice from
the coupling between stratosphere–troposphere–cryosphere. The
stratospheric polar vortex plays an important role in the
stratospheric-tropospheric dynamic coupling (Kodera et al.,
1991; Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001). The lead/lag regression
of the circumpolar wind and polar cap temperature against the
November–December sea ice in Barents–Kara Seas is shown in
Figure 9. Following an increase in sea ice, the stratospheric polar
vortex strengthens in November–February, corresponding to the
enhancement of the meridional gradient of heights in the
circumpolar region. In other words, the circumpolar westerly
winds accelerate, denoted by positive zonal wind anomalies from
November to February throughout the stratosphere and
troposphere (Figure 9A). The westerly response gets
maximized in January and shows a downward propagation.
This strengthening of the polar vortex is followed by the
weakening of the vortex, denoted by the easterly anomalies in
the circumpolar region. This is consistent with the development
of the negative NAM in March and April. However, the annular
like response gradually diminishes in May and June when the
stratosphere–troposphere coupling is weak, but the wave-like
anomaly pattern is most evident in the troposphere.

In cold season months, the circulation response is more
annular, while in early warm season months, the anomaly
pattern highly resembles a wave train. The annular response
in cold season months can also be seen from the evolution of the
polar cap temperature, as another representation of the polar
vortex strength (Figure 9B). In the troposphere and lower
stratosphere, cold anomalies develop from November to
February, consistent with the strong and cold state of the
polar vortex. In the upper stratosphere, warm anomalies form
and propagate downward to lower levels after March. Warm
anomalies replace cold anomalies in March and later months,

FIGURE 7 | Evolution of regressed Arctic sea ice concentration
anomalies (units: dimensionless) from (A–D) November–December to
May–June against the standardized November–December mean Arctic sea
ice concentration in Barents–Kara Seas as marked in the purple sector.
The black contours show the regression at the 95% confidence level.
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FIGURE 8 | (A–D) Evolution of regressed (top row) geopotential height anomalies at 10 hPa (units: gpm) from November–December to May–June against the
standardized November–December mean Arctic sea ice concentration in Barents–Kara Seas. The dotted regions show the regression at the 95% confidence level.
(E–H) as in (A–D) but for geopotential height anomalies at 200 hPa. (I–L) as in (A–D) but for horizonal wind anomalies and divergence anomalies at 850 hPa.

FIGURE 9 | Pressure-temporal evolutions of (A) regressed circumpolar zonal wind anomalies at 60°N (units: m/s) and (B) regressed polar cap temperature
anomalies (units: °C) averaged over 60–90°N against the standardized November–December mean Arctic sea ice concentration in Barents–Kara Seas, representing the
stratosphere–troposphere–cryosphere coupling. The dark and light shadings mark the regression at the 90% and 95% confidence levels, respectively.
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consistent with the reversal of the NAM phase. In May and June,
temperature anomalies largely diminish, further verifying the
weakening of the annular mode-like anomaly pattern in the
warm season months associated with the sea ice forcing in
Barents–Kara Seas.

CAN CMIP6 MODELS REPRODUCE THE
ARCTIC SEA ICE–CHINA RAINFALL
RELATIONSHIP?
The lagged impact of the Barents–Kara sea ice in
November–December on China rainfall in June is observed,
but it is still unknown if the state-of-the-art models can
simulate the sea ice–rainfall relationship. Next, the

performance of the CMIP6 models is evaluated for this
relationship. Lead/lag regression of China rainfall in June
against the sea ice index in November–December is shown in
Figure 10 for 10 Chinese CMIP6 models. In general, very few
models can accurately produce the observed relationship between
sea ice and China rainfall. It is observed that more rainfall in
Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley follows sea ice growth, whereas less
rainfall appears in South China (Figure 10K). In contrast, only
CAMS-CSM1-0 and FIO-ESM-2-0 can limitedly (but not
accurately) produce the rainfall dipole pattern, wet in the
north and dry in the south (Figures 10C,H). The simulated
rainfall pattern by these two models is somewhat different from
the observations.

Other models tend to simulate a monopole rainfall pattern in
eastern China. For example, a dry pattern is simulated across

FIGURE 10 |Underrepresentation of CMIP6models in producing the linkage between the November–Decembermean Arctic sea ice in Barents–Kara Seas and the
June rainfall in Chinamainland. (A–J)Regression of June rainfall anomalies (units: mm) against the standardized November–December mean Arctic sea ice concentration
in Barents–Kara Seas in the preceding early winter for 10models fromChina. (K)Replicated from Figure 6A showing the regression for CMAP as a verification reference.
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most of eastern China following sea ice growth by BCC-CSM2-
MR (Figure 10A), while a uniform wet pattern is simulated in
CAS-ESM2-0, CIESM, FGOALS-f3-L, and TaiESM1 (Figures
10D–G). Other models only simulated rather local illusive
rainfall response (BCC-ESM1, FGOALS-g3, and NESM3). It is
still a great challenge for most models to simulate the pathways
for Arctic sea ice growth or loss. The simulated rainfall response
pattern diverges among CMIP6 models.

The underrepresentation of the sea ice–rainfall relationship is
a deficiency for CMIP6 models, which might contribute to the
uncertainty of the climate projection in the future. Existing
studies have shown that coupled models still have great
uncertainty in simulating the amplitude and changing trend of
sea ice (Stroeve et al., 2007; Kay et al., 2011), whichmight limit the
reproduction of the sea ice–rainfall relation.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Conclusion
Using the sea ice concentration dataset provided by the Met
Office Hadley Centre during 1979–2020 when remote sensing
observations have been available, the long-term mean and
variability of the Arctic sea ice are tested. We find that sea ice
concentration is nearly full in most of the Arctic, and sea ice
variability is usually large in regions with some but not full sea ice
concentration. Barents–Kara Seas are an interconnected region
with relatively large sea ice variability. From the perspective of the
annual cycle for the long-term mean, sea ice in this region
gradually grows from autumn to spring and melts from spring
to autumn. Sea ice concentration gets maximized in April and
gets minimized in September. The long-term melting trend for
Barents–Kara sea ice is identified for all seasons, and this trend is
largest in November and December when the interannual
variability is also large.

To reveal the possible lead/lag linkage between sea ice
variability in Barents–Kara Seas, the SVD tool is used to
extract the leading coupled mode patterns. It is found that the
first SVD mode explains nearly half of the total variance, which is
characterized by the uniform sea ice change in Barents–Kara Seas,
consistent with the interannual variability pattern. Following a
uniform change of the sea ice in Barents–Kara Seas, a dipole
rainfall pattern across eastern China appears. Sea ice growth
corresponds to more rainfall in Yangtze–Huai Rivers Valley and
less rainfall in South China. With the linear assumption, sea ice
loss in Barents–Kara Seas should be followed by an opposite
rainfall pattern. In contrast, the second and third SVD modes
explain the variance much less than the first one, corresponding
to a monopole rainfall anomaly pattern. Consistent with the
decreasing trend in Barents–Kara sea ice extracted from the
leading SVD, an increasing trend in South China rainfall is
also observed.

The long-lasting lagged impact of sea ice on rainfall is likely
associated with the long memory of the sea ice and the circulation
change forced by the sea ice variations. Diagnostic analysis shows
that the anomaly pattern of the sea ice in Barents–Kara Seas can
persist from November to the following early summer, although

the magnitude gradually diminishes. The atmospheric response
to the Barents–Kara sea ice forcing varies with the season. In
winter and spring when the stratosphere–troposphere coupling is
strong, the atmospheric response resembles an annular mode
pattern from the stratosphere to the troposphere. The
stratospheric response in winter tends to be out of phase with
that in spring: sea ice growth (loss) leads to a positive (negative)
NAM response in winter but negative (positive) NAM response
in spring. Namely, the stratospheric polar vortex intensifies soon
following the sea ice growth, and a dormant stratospheric
circulation in winter is usually followed by more perturbed
period in spring due to the internal adjustment of the
atmosphere. The stratospheric signal shows a downward
propagation in winter and spring, and the annular mode like
response is also observed in the troposphere. A uniform dry
pattern is observed across eastern China in winter when the
Barents–Kara sea ice concentration increases. However, the
NAM-like response does not persist until early summer.

In May and June, the annular mode response gradually
weakens and is replaced by a wave train pattern. Associated
with Barents–Kara sea ice growth, an anomalous cyclone over
Yellow Sea and an anomalous anticyclone over East China Sea are
observed in May and June. Anomalous northeasterly and
southwesterly winds converge over Yangtze–Huai Rivers
Valley, so a dry South China and wet Yangtze–Huai Rivers
Valley pattern finally forms in June.

The observed sea ice–eastern China rainfall linkage is limitedly
simulated in CMIP6 models. Only CAMS-CSM1-0 and FIO-
ESM-2-0 reproduce the dipole rainfall pattern associated with
Barents–Kara sea ice growth (or loss). However, the rainfall
response amplitude is much smaller than in the observations.
Other models illusively simulate a monopole rainfall pattern or
insignificant signals in the rainfall. Therefore, it is still a big
challenge for most models to capture the linkage between sea ice
and China rainfall, and further improvement is still required.

Discussion
The varying response in the extratropics with the season is related
to the mean state of the circulation. In winter and early spring,
planetary waves can propagate upward into the stratosphere and
the stratosphere–troposphere coupling is strong (Reichler et al.,
2005; Shaw and Perlwitz, 2013). In this way, the NAM response in
the stratosphere to sea ice variability can propagate downward to
modulate the tropospheric circulation. However, in warm
seasons, planetary waves cannot propagate upward into the
stratosphere due to prevailing of circumpolar easterlies in
summer. The tropospheric response to sea ice in early summer
resembles a wave train, spanning from Barents–Kara Seas to
northwestern Pacific.

Due to the feedback of snow and sea ice albedo, the Arctic is
particularly sensitive to global climate changes (Holland and Bitz,
2003). The reduction of sea ice in the Arctic region further leads
to an increase in temperature, which then feeds back to the sea ice
loss again. Therefore, the warming amplitude in the Arctic is
usually much larger than in other latitudes of the globe
(Alexander et al., 2004; Honda et al., 2009). CMIP6 models
still show large biases in simulation of the Arctic sea ice and
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climate (Davy and Outten, 2020; Long et al., 2021; Shen et al.,
2021; Watts et al., 2021), which might contribute to the
underrepresentation of the sea ice–China rainfall linkage in
most models. Therefore, the state of the Arctic sea ice can
modulate the atmospheric thermodynamic and dynamic
processes, and any bias in the sea ice might lead to an
underestimation of the climate response regionally and globally.

Our study has revealed the possible impact of sea ice change in
Barents–Kara Seas on China rainfall. However, the change of
Arctic sea ice is also affected by other factors (Heorton et al.,
2014). The coverage of sea ice, the thickness of sea ice, and the
speed of sea ice can affect but is also affected by the atmospheric
conditions. Sensitivity experiments are still required to confirm
the possible lagged impact of sea ice in Barents–Kara Seas on
China rainfall in the future. Considering that the maximum
coupling appears when Barents–Kara sea ice leads eastern
China rainfall by nearly half a year, and that the sea ice has a
long memory, the sea ice state is still a potential predictor for
China rainfall prediction, left for future investigation.
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